
RBC Multi-Strategy Alpha Fund is a diversified alternative 
investment solution that seeks to generate long-term capital 
appreciation while seeking to minimize corresponding levels  
of risk, volatility and correlation to traditional asset classes. 

Absolute return focus
§§  The Fund seeks to deliver consistent, conservative returns with moderate 
downside risk through all market cycles.

Complementary investment
§§  By sourcing returns from multiple asset classes while limiting broad market 
risk, the Fund can complement traditional equity and fixed income investments, 
diversifying risk and adding new sources of return potential to a portfolio.

Ease of implementation
§§  Diversified by region and strategy, the Fund provides investors with strategic  
and tactical management, as well as risk oversight, in a single investment. 

Attractive fee structure
§§  Investors pay only the management and performance fees associated with each 
underlying strategy. Asset allocation, strategic and tactical management, and risk 
oversight are integrated into the management of the Fund at no additional cost.

RBC Multi-Strategy Alpha Fund

FUND FACTS
§§  Diversified exposure to leading 
alternative and other investment 
strategies managed by RBC Global 
Asset Management. 

§§  Broad investment universe  
across global fixed income  
and equity markets

§§  Target return: Cash + 3–5%1

§§ Expected volatility: 4–6%

§§  Transparent and attractive  
fee structure

§§ Minimum investment

 > Initial investment: $25,000

 > Subsequent investment: $5,000

§§ Monthly liquidity:2

 >  Subscriptions: 7 business  
days’ notice

 >  Redemptions: 1 calendar month 
+ 7 business days’ notice

§§ Eligible for registered accounts

1  FTSE Canada 91-Day T-Bill Index is used as a 
proxy for cash return. Target return over full 
cycle.

2  Please see the trading calendar for full 
schedule of purchase and redemption dates 
and deadlines.
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Investment process
§§  Outlook and strategy: The portfolio management team draws upon its experience 
and expertise while also leveraging the global insights of investment teams 
across the firm to evaluate the broad market environment, identify expected 
performance drivers and examine investment opportunities and risks.

§§  Portfolio construction: Strategy mix is managed using quantitative and qualitative 
tools to best position the Fund to meet its investment objectives. Each strategy 
is weighted based on the strength of conviction and outlook for the strategy, 
as well as its expected return and risk contribution to the overall Fund over the 
short, medium and long term. 

§§  Risk management: Risk management is integrated into the investment process. 
At the overall Fund level, risk metrics and aggregate exposures are regularly 
monitored and tested. In addition, all underlying funds are subject to their own 
rigorous risk management and oversight process.

Diversified across global markets and strategies

 38.0% PH&N Absolute Return Fund 

 5.0% RBC QUBE Market Neutral World Equity Fund 

 5.0% BlueBay Investment Grade Absolute Return Bond Fund

 5.0% The Event Driven Credit Fund

 5.0%3 PH&N High Yield Mortgage Fund

 15-20%4 Cash

 10.0% RBC QUBE Market Neutral Canadian Equity Fund

 12.0% The Global Credit Alpha Long Short Fund

 3.0% BlueBay Global Sovereign Opportunities Fund

Target weights as of December 1, 2018. 
3Expected allocation at full deployment of capital commitment.
4Cash levels may vary depending on cash flow requirements and the investment outlook of the committee.
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Fund Manager
Hanif Mamdani is Head, Alternative Investments, and is responsible for overall asset allocation across 
individual funds within RBC Multi-Strategy Alpha Fund. He is also the lead manager of PH&N Absolute 
Return Fund and PH&N High Yield Bond Fund. Hanif is a member of the Asset Mix Committee at RBC GAM,  
and is accountable for portfolio strategy and trading execution of  all investment grade and high yield 
corporate bonds. Prior to joining the firm in 1998, he spent 10 years in New York with two global 
investment banks, working in corporate finance, capital markets and proprietary trading.

 Hanif holds a Master’s degree from Harvard University and a Bachelor’s degree from the California Institute 
of Technology (Caltech).
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Global alternative investment capabilities
In an effort to reduce volatility and minimize correlations within portfolios, Canadian investors are increasingly looking to 
alternative investment strategies. To meet this growing interest and demand, RBC Global Asset Management (RBC GAM) offers 
alternative investment solutions tailored across major asset classes and geographies. RBC GAM’s capabilities include eight 
investment teams globally that manage alternative investment strategies with over $14 billion5 in client assets.

EQUITIES GLOBAL FIXED INCOME MULTI-STRATEGY PRIVATE MARKET

§§ Market neutral

§§ Active extension

§§ Global credit

§§ Global macro

§§ Emerging markets

§§ Absolute return

§§ Fund of funds

§§ Commercial mortgages 

§§ Direct lending 

§§  Quantitative equity market 
neutral and active extension 
strategies in Canadian and 
world equity markets.

§§  Absolute return strategies 
in developed, global, 
and emerging markets 
fixed income, credit and 
currencies markets.

§§  Multi-strategy absolute return 
approaches in stand-alone 
and pooled proprietary  
multi-strategy format.

§§  Canadian commercial 
mortgages and European 
private debt.

Toronto
Quantitative Equity Solutions
 › Canadian equity market neutral
 › World equity market neutral
 › 120/20 Canadian equity

Vancouver
Multi-strategy absolute return solution
Multi-strategy proprietary hedge fund of funds solution
Commercial mortgages
 

London
Investment grade credit long/short
Corporate credit long/short
Distressed credit
Emerging market long/short diversified credit 
Global rates and currencies
Private market debt strategies 
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5Does not include conventional mortgages. As of March 31, 2018.



This information is not intended to be an offer or solicitation to buy or sell securities or to participate in or subscribe for any service. No securities 
are being offered, except pursuant and subject to the respective offering documents and subscription materials, which may be provided to qualified 
investors only, and not to any other category of investor. This document is for general information only and is not, nor does it purport to be, a complete 
description of an investment in any RBC investment fund. If there is an inconsistency between this document and the respective offering documents, 
the provisions of the respective offering documents shall prevail.

Investments in alternative funds are speculative and involve significant risk of loss of all or a substantial amount of your investment. Alternative 
funds (i) may engage in leverage and other speculative investment practices that may increase the risk of investment loss; (ii) can be highly illiquid; 
(iii) are not required to provide periodic pricing or valuation information to investors; and (iv) are not subject to the same regulatory requirements as 
prospectus-offered mutual funds. In assessing the suitability of these investments, investors should carefully consider their personal circumstances, 
including time horizon, liquidity needs, portfolio size, income, investment knowledge and attitude toward price fluctuations. Investors should consult 
their professional advisors and consultants regarding any tax, accounting, legal or financial considerations before making a decision as to whether the 
funds mentioned in this material are a suitable investment for them.

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the Fund’s 
offering documents before investing. The performance data provided assumes reinvestment of distributions only and does not take into account sales, 
redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any unitholder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not covered 
by the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation or by any other government deposit insurer. The unit values of mutual funds change frequently. The unit 
values of non-money market funds change frequently. Past performance may not be repeated.
® / TM Trademark(s) of Royal Bank of Canada. Used under licence.  
© RBC Global Asset Management Inc. 2018
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